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Lecorpio
Patent Management
Key Benefits
Higher customer
satisfaction
••Our mission is to
transform the IP industry
through innovative
software services and
honest delivery on our
client’s needs. We are
achieving this goal one
customer at a time.
Less work around work
••Reduce or eliminate
painful, low-value,
busy work through
automation, and
managed workflow,
with easy access to
critical information.

••Embedded, form-based
workflows manage
prosecution process
efficiently.

••Streamline frequent
administrative
processes with rapid,
automated workflows.
Make the software
your own
••Lecorpio’s advanced
software enables
userbased configuration
so our solution supports
your business as it
evolves over time.

••Change and adjust
without preventing easy
upgrades.

Enable the entire IP team to access, manage and prosecute
patents in the manner most efficient and beneficial to them and
your organization – today, tomorrow, and even ten years from
now.
Lecorpio Patent Management helps IP departments, law firms, inventors and stakeholders
unify IP operations for greater efficiency and collaboration across varying roles, needs,
and end results, leading to higher quality IP at a lower risk and cost.

••Organize patent case information into electronic folders similar to paper file folders.
All participants in the process are provided granular access to data based on their role
and need.

••Drive structure and efficiency within your patent development lifecycle through form-based
workflow systems that were built into the application from day one – not added later as
a trendy afterthought.

••Reduce timeframe, errors, and busy work by automating docketing; draft submission,
review and approval processes; divisional, continuation and CIP approvals; international
filing review and approval processes; and annuity review and approval processes.

••Increase patent visibility, management and control through comprehensive, and easy to
use dashboards, reports, analytics and in-line ‘at the decision point’ insights which
combine data not available in any other patent management system.
Lecorpio offers a flexible and modular solution that is purpose-built by Silicon Valley-based
software professionals to manage your entire Intellectual Property (IP) supply chain using
best practice workflows and benchmarking.
Our multilingual, hosted software comes with out-of-the box functionality to speed
implementation, provide a single IP hub for internal and external stakeholders, and
accelerate time-to-value.
It can be used as a stand alone module, or integrated with our entire family of IP products
and services.
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Key Features
Key Benefits (cont.)
Enhanced visibility,
management and
control
••Comprehensive
reporting and analytics,
with easy to build
searches and reports.

••Share knowledge on
intellectual assets
across your extended
enterprise.

••Real-time analytical
insight of productivity
and performance of
internal teams and
law firms.

••Graphical analysis
helps you understand
gaps in innovation,
competitive intelligence
and opportunities for
inlicense and outlicense

••Manage budgets and
monitor unapproved
extensions on filings,
gaps between
estimates and actuals

Centralized repository

••Patent case information is centrally organized into easily searchable electronic case files.
••Correspondence and emails between attorneys, inventors and other case participants are
stored in the electronic case files to provide a single source of all relevant information.

••All document and media types can be stored automatically or using drag and drop, and
can be searched easily.

Prosecution workflow management

••Prosecution actions include pre-built templates and workflow for each action, including
specific form-based country applications.

••Workflow can be used out of the box, or configured specifically to an organization’s internal
needs – by the user.

Docketing management and PTO integration

••USPTO correspondences can be enabled to automatically kick off docketing events and
associated workflow, while filing the correspondence into the system record.

••Docketing management is fully integrated with case files, docketing is automatically
associated with cases, and the user can instantly link from docket to the case file, or from
case file to docket.

••The software provides quarterly-updated patent country rules, which can be reviewed and
configured to your needs at any time.

••More PTO integration and automated services to come.
Robust reports and analytics

••Create, manage and analyze all aspects of your patents and portfolio through easy to use,
out of the box and user configurable reports.

••Provide executive dashboard reports and analytics for faster, easier access to critical
information.

••Analyze and compare data and processes by time, cost and other factors unavailable in
other systems due to Lecorpio’s unique workflow and Spend Management capabilities.

••Cluster data by technology areas, product groups and other tags that are user-configurable
to create heat maps, and other critical strategic reports.

Annuity review and approvals

••Choose the best annuity provider for you now and in the future – Lecorpio integrates with
all annuity providers and it annuity service agnostic.

••Make decisions on individual patents right from the record or pre-set the renewal strategy
across groups of patents.

••Prune or renew patents based on analytics and workflow-based review.
••Reference and Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) management
••Provides for uploading references/citations, linking references to multiple patent applications
and patents and workflow to manage cross-referencing review and approval processes.

••Generates IDS forms and keeps track of updates made on references for auditing purposes.
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Spend management
Key Benefits (cont.)
Feel confident
••Lecorpio supports the
world’s most innovative
companies including
5 of the top 20 most
active patent filers in
the US.

••Rated the number one
IP management system
in Hyperion Research
Groups most recent
industry survey.

••Lecorpio has been
managing country
rules, dockets, and IP
assets for over eight
years. Just ask us about
our customers and
references.

••At Lecorpio, security is
job one. Our product
architecture provides
for single tenant, single
sign- on, encryption at
rest, and role-based
user management
among many other
security features

••When combined with our Spend Management module, provides automated and
comprehensive budget, estimates and accrual management for each task performed
by law firms.

••Each estimate provided by law firms goes through a review and approval process.
This provides a complete and up-to-date budget situation.

Configurability

••Lecorpio was developed by professional software developers for a broad range of users
and industries. No other system can conform to your processes as precisely and easily,
today and tomorrow, as Lecorpio. So the software will work the way you do rather than
making you conform to the software.

••Users can make necessary changes, not expensive vendor consultants or IT professionals.
••Changes are made at the application layer, which means upgrades are no longer the
issue they once were. Stay updated with the latest software versions easily and without
the hard work and complications.

••Add, rename, or completely change fields, products, classifications, workflows, reports,
screen layouts, and more.

About Lecorpio
Founded in 2005, Lecorpio is headquartered in Fremont, CA. The company currently counts 5
of the top 20 US patent filers as clients, and 8 of the top 10 IP law firms as users. With a focus
on providing the highest levels of security, service and support, Lecorpio was named Market
Leader by Hyperion Research.
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